Abstract. The four Cluster satellites each carry two instruments designed for measuring the electric field: a doubleprobe instrument (EFW) and an electron drift instrument (EDI). We compare data from the two instruments in a representative sample of plasma regions. The complementary merits and weaknesses of the two techniques are illustrated. EDI operations are confined to regions of magnetic fields above 30 nT and where wave activity and keV electron fluxes are not too high, while EFW can provide data everywhere, and can go far higher in sampling frequency than EDI. On the other hand, the EDI technique is immune to variations in the low energy plasma, while EFW sometimes detects significant nongeophysical electric fields, particularly in regions with drifting plasma, with ion energy (in eV) below the spacecraft potential (in volts). We show that the polar cap is a particularly intricate region for the double-probe technique, where large nongeophysical fields regularly contaminate EFW measurments of the DC electric field. We present a model explaining this in terms of enhanced cold plasma wake effects appearing when the ion flow energy is higher than the thermal energy but below the spacecraft potential multiplied by the ion charge. We suggest that these conditions, which are typical of the polar wind and occur sporadically in other regions containing a significant low energy ion population, cause a large cold plasma wake behind the spacecraft, resulting in spurious electric fields in EFW data. This interpretation is supported by an analysis of the direction of the spurious electric field, and by showing that use of active potential control alleviates the situation.
Introduction
The electric field is a key parameter for determining and modelling various space plasma physics processes, for example, reconnection and particle acceleration. Modern spacecraft for in-situ studies of space plasma physics, therefore, usually carry instruments for observing the electric field, from zero frequency up to frequencies well above the highest characteristic frequencies in the plasma. For measurement of low frequency and quasi-static fields in low density plasmas, the two main measurement techniques employ double probes and electron drift instruments. Descriptions of these techniques are provided by Pedersen et al. (1998) and Maynard (1998) for double probes, and by Paschmann et al. (1998) for electron drift instruments. In brief, the operational principle of a double probe instrument is to measure the voltage difference between two usually spherical probes, which, for magnetospheric conditions, must be forced to stay close to the potential of the unperturbed plasma at their respective positions by use of a suitably chosen bias current (Fig. 1) . The electron drift technique is based on the fact that to zeroth order, gyrating charged particles drift at a velocity E×B/B 2 . This drift velocity can be determined using two properly directed electron beams which must be detected upon their return to the spacecraft (Fig. 2) . The equivalent electric field can then be calculated from the drift and from magnetic field data. . If the resistances Rp over the probe sheaths (dashed circles) are equal, the voltage U measured onboard the spacecraft will be equal to the potential difference Φ in the plasma between the probe locations. Unwanted electric field signals can arise either from a difference in Rp between the probes, or from an asymmetric potential structure around the spacecraft and booms adding to the unperturbed Φ in the plasma. Currents close through the spacecraft sheath (not shown). For a more complete description, see Pedersen et al. (1998) .
Fig. 2.
The operational principle of the EDI electron drift instrument on Cluster, using two gun-detector units (GDU1 and GDU2) emitting two beams of keV electrons and detecting their drift upon return. For any given magnetic field B and drift velocity v, here assumed to be solely due to an electric field E, only one orbit exist that connects each gun with the opposite detector, enabling a unique determination of v and hence of E. The drawing is not to scale: in a 100 nT magnetic field, the orbits of the EDI electrons reach 2 km from the spacecraft. For details see Paschmann et al. (2001) .
higher than any potentials arising on a well-designed scientifc spacecraft (normally less than 50 V). In the weak magnetic fields typical for Cluster, the emitted electrons also spend most of their time in orbit far away from the spacecraft, further diminishing any influence of the spacecraft-plasma interaction. In addition, the electron drift technique does not depend on spacecraft orientation, while double probe instruments at best can have shorter booms along the spin axis and often are confined to measurements in the spin plane. A strength of the EDI technique is that the measurement relies upon simple geometry; thus, when beam tracking is successful the absolute measurement is relatively reliable and does not require calibration or offset correction. However, as the electron drift method relies on observing electrons returned to the spacecraft by the ambient magnetic and electric fields, the magnetic field has to be sufficiently strong for the emitted beam not to disperse too much for detection. Rapid variations in magnetic or electric field will also complicate the beam tracking, so the method works best in regions where the field variations are less rapid than the tracking bandwidth (∼ 100 Hz), and the angular stepping rate of the beam. Furthermore, sufficiently strong ambient electron fluxes near the beam energy (typically 1 keV) can swamp the beam signal and prevent detection. Table 1 summarizes the performance of the two techniques.
As the strengths and limitations of the two techniques are so different, they complement each other. Each of the four Cluster spacecraft ) therefore carries one instrument of each type: the double-probe instrument EFW (Electric Fields and Waves, Gustafsson et al., 1997; Gustafsson et al., 2001 ) and the Electron Drift Instrument (EDI, Paschmann et al., 1997; Paschmann et al., 2001) . Since the start of nominal operations in February 2001, EFW has operated on all four spacecraft essentially all the time. Though EDI operations are restricted to regions with sufficiently intense magnetic field, and was operational on Cluster spacecraft four (Tango) only briefly, there is a large amount of simultaneous data from the two instruments available for comparison. In addition, the EDI implementation flying on Cluster is of a design very much improved over previous missions, so there are unprecedented possibilities to compare the performances. Finally, data obtained by both techniques are made widely available to the scientific community through the Cluster Science Data System (Daly, 2002) , so there is also an unprecedented need to compare the data in order to provide a background for users of Cluster electric field data. This is the scope of the present study. We cannot exhaust all pitfalls and limitations of either technique in one single paper, but we aim at illustrating the general features, particularly pointing out discrepancies arising particularly over the polar caps.
It should be noted that in this paper we concentrate on the two Cluster instruments specifically designed for obtaining electric field measurements, i.e. EDI and EFW. One may also construct an electric field estimate from the velocity moment v i from the Cluster ion spectrometers (CIS, Rème et al., 2001 ) and the magnetic field B from the FGM fluxgate mag- Fig. 1 . The operational principle of a double probe instrument. Two boom-mounted probes (solid circles) are fed with identical bias currents I b . If the resistances R p over the probe sheaths (dashed circles) are equal, the voltage U measured on board the spacecraft will be equal to the potential difference in the plasma between the probe locations. Unwanted electric field signals can arise either from a difference in R p between the probes, or from an asymmetric potential structure around the spacecraft and booms adding to the unperturbed in the plasma. Currents close through the spacecraft sheath (not shown). For a more complete description, see Pedersen et al. (1998) .
Each technique has its own merits and weaknesses. Double probe instruments have relative advantages in terms of conceptual simplicity, regular and essentially unlimited sampling frequency, the possibility to measure rapidly varying fields at arbitrarily high amplitudes, and an operational principle independent of the magnetic field. On the other hand, as the measurement principle depends on the electrostatic coupling of the probe to the plasma surrounding it, the technique is sensitive to perturbations from the spacecraft or the wire booms supporting the probes. Though there are many ways to reduce such perturbations, including design symmetry, biasing of probes and bootstrapping of adjacent boom elements, their possible influence always constitutes an uncertainty which only comparison to other measurements can eliminate. In contrast, electron drift instruments are quite insensitive to the details of the spacecraft environment, as the keV energy typical for electrons emitted by EDI is much higher than any potentials arising on a well-designed scientifc spacecraft (normally less than 50 V). In the weak magnetic fields typical for Cluster, the emitted electrons also spend most of their time in an orbit far away from the spacecraft, further diminishing any influence of the spacecraft-plasma interaction. In addition, the electron drift technique does not depend on spacecraft orientation, while double probe instruments at best can have shorter booms along the spin axis and are often confined to measurements in the spin plane. A strength of the EDI technique is that the measurement relies upon simple geometry; thus, when beam tracking is successful the absolute measurement is relatively reliable and does not require calibration or offset correction. However, as the electron drift method relies on observing electrons returned to the spacecraft by the ambient magnetic and electric fields, the magnetic field has to be sufficiently strong for the emitted beam not to disperse too much for detection. Rapid variations in the magnetic or electric field will also complicate the beam tracking, so the method works best in regions where the field variations are less rapid than the tracking bandwidth (∼100 Hz), and the angular step- Fig. 2 . The operational principle of the EDI electron drift instrument on Cluster, using two gun-detector units (GDU1 and GDU2) emitting two beams of keV electrons and detecting their drift upon return. For any given magnetic field B and drift velocity v, here assumed to be solely due to an electric field E, only one orbit exist that connects each gun with the opposite detector, enabling a unique determination of v and hence of E. The drawing is not to scale: in a 100 nT magnetic field, the orbits of the EDI electrons reach 2 km from the spacecraft. For details see Paschmann et al. (2001 Fig. 2 . The operational principle of the EDI electron drift instrument on Cluster, using two gun-detector units (GDU1 and GDU2) emitting two beams of keV electrons and detecting their drift upon return. For any given magnetic field B and drift velocity v, here assumed to be solely due to an electric field E, only one orbit exists that connects each gun with the opposite detector, enabling a unique determination of v and hence of E. The drawing is not to scale: in a 100-nT magnetic field, the orbits of the EDI electrons reach 2 km from the spacecraft. For details, see Paschmann et al. (2001). ping rate of the beam. Furthermore, sufficiently strong ambient electron fluxes near the beam energy (typically 1 keV) can swamp the beam signal and prevent detection. Table 1 summarizes the performance of the two techniques.
As the strengths and limitations of the two techniques are so different, they complement each other. Each of the four Cluster spacecraft , therefore, carries one instrument of each type: the double-probe instrument EFW (Electric Fields and Waves, Gustafsson et al., 1997 Gustafsson et al., , 2001 ) and the Electron Drift Instrument (EDI, Paschmann et al., 1997 Paschmann et al., , 2001 . Since the start of nominal operations in February 2001, EFW has operated on all four spacecraft essentially all the time. Though EDI operations are restricted to regions with a sufficiently intense magnetic field, and were in use on Cluster spacecraft four (Tango) only briefly, there is a large amount of simultaneous data from the two instruments available for comparison. In addition, the EDI implementation flying on Cluster is of a design very much improved over previous missions, so there are unprecedented possibilities to compare the performances. Finally, data obtained by both techniques are made widely available to the scientific community through the Cluster Science Data System (Daly, 2002) , so there is also an unprecedented need to compare the data in order to provide a background for users of Cluster electric field data. This is the scope of the present study. We cannot exhaust all pitfalls and limitations of either technique in one single paper, but we aim at illustrating the general features, particularly pointing out discrepancies arising especially over the polar caps. It should be noted that in this paper we concentrate on the two Cluster instruments specifically designed for obtaining electric field measurements, i.e. EDI and EFW. One may also construct an electric field estimate from the velocity moment v i from the Cluster ion spectrometers (CIS, Rème et al., 2001 ) and the magnetic field B from the FGM fluxgate magnetometers (Balogh et al., 2001) , assuming E+v i ×B=0. We will use this to obtain a "third opinion" on the electric field in cases where EFW and EDI disagree, and we will also include some CIS and FGM data for establishing the geophysical context of the data we show, but a complete CIS-EFW comparison, also in regions where there are no EDI data, is outside the scope of the present study, as is any details of measurement errors in the CIS data.
While the Cluster data set for comparison of the two techniques surpasses what is available from previous missions, we should note that some comparative studies have been made before. Bauer et al. (1983) and Pedersen et al. (1984) compared data from the two instrument types on the GEOS satellites, finding some effects that we will also see in Cluster data. Kletzing et al. (1994) showed data from the F1 (double probes) and F6 (electron drift) instruments on the Freja satellite in the topside ionosphere. Finally, the Geotail satellite carries instruments of both kinds, allowing Tsuruda et al. (1994) to compare their initial results.
EDI-EFW comparison in various plasma regions
2.1 Example 1: Solar wind-magnetosheath-plasma mantle 2.1.1 Geophysical setting Our first example spans 12 h, from 12:00 to 24:00 UT, on 13 February 2001. The orbit of Cluster during this time interval is illustrated in Fig. 3 . As can be seen from the model boundaries and field lines in this figure, Cluster should move from the solar wind through the magnetosheath and into the magnetosphere during this time interval. The entry into the magnetosphere occurs duskward of the southern cusp, so that Cluster at the end of the interval is on field lines reaching the duskside plasma mantle or low-latitude boundary layer. Figure 4 shows 12 h of data from Cluster SC3. The top three panels (a-c) show the electric field measurements that are our real topic here and to which we will return after describing the geophysical setting. The lower three panels (df) are auxilliary data for illustration of the plasma environments. As expected from Fig. 3 , the spacecraft was in the solar wind at the start of the interval (13 February 2001, 12:00 UT), with weak magnetic field (FGM data, bottom panel f) and a density around 10 cm −3 (CIS HIA density moment, panel e). The first bow shock crossing can be seen around 14:40 UT, with an increase in density and magnetic field. The increasing density causes the electrostatic potential of the spacecraft with respect to the surrounding plasma, V sc , to decrease, as more plasma electrons become available for compensating the emission of photoelectrons. This is seen as a small increase in the EFW probe-to-plasma potential, V ps , which essentially is the negative of V sc and thus will covary with the density. One may therefore use V ps as a proxy for the plasma density. How to convert from V ps to plasma density has been reported for Cluster by Pedersen et al. (2001) .
The magnetopause is crossed around 20:10 UT, after which the magnetic field (panel (f) of Fig. 4 ) increases as the spacecraft comes closer to the Earth. In the plasma mantle, the density as reported from CIS HIA (panel e) and EFW V ps decreases monotonically to reach the limit of the HIA instrument sensitivity just after 22:00 UT. After this time, the V ps data indicate a density increase not noted by the HIA ion spectrometer, which is the expected behaviour if the ion energy is below the spacecraft potential, so that the ions cannot reach the particle instrument. 1 The V ps data suggest a density increase towards 1 cm −3 at the end of the interval at 24:00 UT. As the impact of this population is seen in the spacecraft potential but not in the ion detector, the ion energy Comparing electric field measurements must stay at least below 25 eV after 22:00 UT, and below 10 eV close to midnight. One may also note that this cold plasma shows quite a lot of structure. The top three panels in Fig. 4 show the electric field measurements by EFW (red) and EDI (blue), and the electric field inferred from the FGM magnetic field measurements and the velocity moments v i from the CIS HIA (green) or CODIF (oxygen ions, black) detectors, assuming E+v i ×B=0. The EFW data shown are deduced by fitting a sinusoidal function to the voltage between probes 1 and 2. We have not corrected the EFW data for any well-known effects in double-probe instruments, like sunward offsets or partial shielding (Pedersen et al., 1998; Maynard, 1998) . The impact of such corrections will instead be discussed as data are presented.
To transform CIS velocity moments, we assume that E+v i ×B=0. We have chosen to include only EFW measurements from the plane in which these are made, i.e. the spin plane, though, in principle, the third component could be derived using magnetometer data and E×B=0 as an assumption. All data are therefore given in a reference frame known as despun inverted, or DSI, coordinates, which is a close approximation to GSE but with the Z axis along the spacecraft spin axis. If the spacecraft spin was exactly aligned with the GSE Z axis, the DSI and GSE systems would be identical: for Cluster they differ only by a few degrees.
It should be noted that all the methods used to determine the electric field signals in this plot, in fact, are twodimensional, either by being utilized in the spin plane (EFW) or in the plane perpendicular to B (EDI), or by assuming E+v i ×B=0 (CIS). Three-dimensional double-probe electric field measurements have been implemented on other spacecraft, for example, on the Polar EFI instrument (Harvey et al., 1995) , using shorter axial booms, and could, in principle, also be implemented by an EDI technique.
Solar wind
In the weak magnetic field in the solar wind, i.e. before 14:40 UT in Fig. 4 , EDI cannot provide data, but it is clear that EFW and CIS agree to well within a mV/m. While comparison of EFW and CIS data is not a prime topic in this paper, we may note in passing that this agreement is typical for spin resolution data in the solar wind, though velocity wakes may at times contaminate the sunward component in higher resolution EFW data, as may be expected in the supersonically flowing solar wind. A detailed scrutiny will show some tendency, seen most clearly in the E Y data in panel (b), for the EFW electric field, to show slightly lower magnitude than expected from CIS velocity. This can be attributed to the effective antenna length being slightly shorter than the physical probe separation, due to the effect of the conductive wire booms on the real electric field. In effect, the booms partially short-circuit or shield away the ambient electric field. This effect is well-known (e.g. Mozer, 1973; Pedersen et al., 1998) and results in underestimates of the E-field magnitude of some 20% for Cluster EFW in tenuous plasmas. In panel (a), showing the sunward component E X , the effect is partially masked by a close-to-constant sunward offset field of 0.5 mV/m. The sunward offset is due to the inevitable photoemission asymmetry between probes on booms pointing toward and away from the Sun (Pedersen et al., 1998) . In the following discussion of other events, we will not further comment on the sunward offset or the partial shielding, but the reader should be aware that these effects always influence double-probe electric field data to some extent.
Magnetosheath
After having entered the magnetosheath, the first time close to 14:40 UT (Fig. 4) , EDI data starts appearing intermittently when the magnetic field strength is sufficiently high, the limit typically being around 30 nT. When present, EDI data agrees well with EFW and CIS in this region, despite EDI obviously operating close to and sometimes below its low-B-field limit. An exception is the large E X just before 20:00 UT, occurring in a region of enhanced magnetic activity (not shown) which complicates the interpretation of EDI data. CIS shows deviations from EDI and EFW, particularly in E X , around 15:00 and 17:00 UT, where the differing values derived from CIS HIA are due to instrumental reasons outside the scope of this paper. For EFW, the magnetosheath usually is a relatively benign region, as the Debye length normally is well below the boom length and the plasma flow is subsonic, thus not creating appreciable wakes.
Plasma mantle
Following the spacecraft into the magnetosphere from 20:10 UT onwards (Fig. 4) , we expect the conditions to become more suited to the EDI measurement technique as the background magnetic field becomes stronger and less variable than in the magnetosheath. This is confirmed by the good agreement we find between EDI and CIS ion data. For the CIS data, the velocity moment after about 21:00 UT must be calculated from the mass-separated data from the CODIF sensor because of the increased relative abundance of oxygen. One should note that even though the behaviour of the spacecraft potential shows that the ion detectors only capture a fraction of the ion population, the ion velocity moment should still be reasonably reliably determined as long as there is a sufficient count rate, particularly when using mass-separated data. We thus conclude that EDI works well in this region of the magnetosphere.
While EDI and CIS agree well in the mantle, i.e. after 20:10 UT, we start seeing some hints of EFW slightly deviating. The discrepancy is small in this example, around a mV/m, except for the spike in E X at 22:00 UT. We believe the cause of the deviation is to be found in the effects of the cold plasma component discussed above in Sect. 2.1.1. Similar discrepancies will be encountered in some other environments presented below, but are most pronounced in the polar cap region. We will discuss them in detail in Sect. 3.
6
Comparing electric field measurements 
Example 2:
Plasmasphere-boundary layer-polar cap 2.2.1 Geophysical setting Our second example is from 4 July 2001, between 12:00 and 17:30 UT. From the orbit plots in Fig. 5 , we may expect Cluster to pass from the plasmasphere across boundary layer field lines into the polar cap. Data from Cluster SC1 are presented in Fig. 6 , in a format similar to Fig. 4. Panel (d) at first shows V ps values close to zero, corresponding to a plasmaspheric density above 100 cm −3 . The plasmapause is crossed in a few minutes just before 12:15 UT, when the density as inferred from V ps drops to ∼30 cm −3 in a region we may identify as the trough. The density decreases continuously to around 15 cm −3 at 13:00 UT, where another density drop signals a brief encounter with a part of the plasma sheet extending into the afternoon sector. The increased variations in the electric field, starting around 13:20 UT and continuing until after 14:00 UT, are consistent with the expectation that Cluster here should encounter boundary layer plasmas. Finally, the drop in hot plasma density, as seen by the CIS ion detectors (panel e) around 14:20 UT, signals the start of the open field line region of the polar cap, where the spacecraft remains for the rest of the time interval plotted.
Inner magnetosphere
In the plasmasphere and trough regions, i.e. 12:00-13:00 UT in Fig. 6 , EFW and EDI are seen in panels (a) and (b) to agree to better than a mV/m in this example, with the largest deviations seen in the plasmasphere (before 12:15 UT). A blowup of part of the trough region is seen in Fig. 7 , showing detailed agreement to within 0.1 mV/m in the observation of pulsations, with periods around a minute. The EDI data have been filtered by a boxcar averager, but otherwise no corrections or filtering of any kind have been applied to the data.
Such good agreement is commonly found in the trough and subauroral regions, which generally are favourable to EDI and EFW alike. In the plasmasphere, there can sometimes be discrepancies due to the formation of plasma wakes (Bauer et al., 1983) . However, we find a region of significant difference between EDI and EFW electric field measurements between 13:00 and 13:20 UT in Fig. 6 . This will be discussed further in Sect. 3.
Plasma sheet and boundary layer
Let us first look at the time interval when Cluster encountered boundary layer field lines, i.e. around 13:20-14:00 UT in Fig. 6 , as indicated by the higher level of electric field fluctuations. Here, the agreement between EDI and EFW as seen on this time scale again is very good. However, the boundary layer is a very dynamic region, and all dynamics certainly do not show up in this spin-resolution plot. Figure 8 again shows a blowup, with EFW data at full time resolution, which for this case was 25 samples/s. As is to be expected, EDI cannot adequately cover this dynamical situtation, though the data points actually acquired agrees well with EFW. As for Comparing electric field measurements crossed in a few minutes just before 12:15, when the density as inferred from V ps drops to ∼ 30 cm 
Inner magnetosphere
In the plasmasphere and trough regions, i.e. 12:00 -13:00 in Figure 6 , EFW and EDI are seen in panels (a) and (b) to agree to better than a mV/m in this example, with the largest deviations seen in the plasmasphere (before 12:15). A blowup of part of the trough region is seen in Figure 7 , showing detailed agreement to within 0.1 mV/m in the observation of pulsations with periods around a minute. The EDI data have been filtered by a boxcar averager, but otherwise no corrections or filtering of any kind have been applied to the data.
Such good agreement is commonly found in the trough and subauroral regions, which generally are favourable to EDI and EFW alike. In the plasmasphere, there can sometimes be discrepancies due to formation of plasma wakes (Bauer et al., 1983) . However, we find a region of significant difference between EDI and EFW electric field measurements between 13:00 and 13:20 in Figure 6 . This will be discussed further in Section 3. EFW, the good quality of the data shown here is common not only for boundary layer plasmas but is also dominating in the plasma sheet and auroral zone, and essentially always in the central plasma sheet (not shown). However, spurious fields can sometimes show up in double-probe data, as is illustrated by the large EDI-EFW discrepancy seen in the plasma sheet (Fig. 6, 13 :00-13:20 UT). As was the case in the regions with some EDI-EFW discrepancy in Example 1 (Fig. 4) , the plasma density indicated by the CIS instrument in this region (below 0.1 cm −3 ) is much lower than what is expected from the EFW V ps value (around 1 cm −3 ), hinting that cold plasma may be the source of the problem. For the moment, we only note the existence of this kind of problem, which we will discuss in more detail in the following sections.
Polar cap
After leaving the boundary layer field lines around 14:20 UT (Fig. 6) , the satellite enters the polar cap. The probe-tospacecraft potential V ps of panel (d) stays between -20 V and -30 V for the remainder of the interval, indicating densities between 1 cm −3 and 0.3 cm −3 , except for a brief excursion to -40 V (around 0.1 cm −3 ) around 15:35 UT. Comparing to the CIS CODIF density moment in panel (e), it is clear that the density seen by the ion detector is only a small fraction of the total density, except possibly at the density minimum indicated by the EFW V ps at 15:35 UT. In the polar cap region, the plasma component from the CIS data is readily identified as the polar wind, a cold plasma flow known to fill these regions in number densities comparable to those indicated by V ps . By using artificial potential control, the Polar spacecraft could be brought down to close to zero values of V ps , enabling the ions to reach the spacecraft and consequently allowing Moore et al. (1997) and Su et al. (1998) Figure 6 , with EFW (red) and EDI (blue) data at full time resolution in the plasma sheet boundary layer.
Plasma sheet and boundary layer
Let us first look at the time interval when Cluster encountered boundary layer field lines, i.e. around 13:20 -14:00 in Figure 6 as indicated by the higher level of electric field fluctuations. Here, the agreement between EDI and EFW as seen on this timescale again is very good. However, the boundary layer is a very dynamic region, and all dynamics certainly do not show in this spin-resolution plot. Figure 8 again shows a blowup, with EFW data at full time resolution, which for this case was 25 samples/s. As is to be expected, EDI cannot adequately cover this dynamical situtation, though the data points actually acquired agrees well with EFW. As for EFW, the good quality of the data shown here is common not only for boundary layer plasmas but is dominating also in the plasma sheet and auroral zone, and essentially always in the central plasma sheet (not shown). However, spurious fields can sometimes show up in double-probe data, as is illustrated by the large EDI-EFW discrepancy seen in the plasma sheet ( Figure 6 , 13:00 -13:20). As was the case in the regions with some EDI-EFW discrepancy in Example 1 (Figure 4) , the plasma density indicated by the CIS instrument in this region (below 0.1 cm ), hinting that cold plasma may be the source of the problem. For the moment, we only note the existence of this kind of problem, which we will discuss in more detail in the following sections.
Polar cap
After leaving the boundary layer field lines around 14:20 UT (Figure 6 ), the satellite enters the polar cap. The probe-tospacecraft potential V ps of panel (d) stays between -20 V and that the cold polar wind flow can be seen all the way out to the Polar apogee at 9 R E . Since the thermal energy, as well as the bulk flow energy of the ions in the polar wind, are below the typically observed spacecraft potential −V ps , we see why this plasma cannot reach the CIS detectors and hence escapes detection.
Differences between the electric field signals from EFW and EDI can be seen in panels (a) and (b) of Fig. 6 . Although seen in the Y component, the X component is most significantly affected. EDI works well in this region, as can be seen by comparing to the E-field estimated from the CIS oxygen velocity moment when this is computable. At times, particularly around 15:30 UT, the data suggests some covariance between the EFW-EDI discrepancy and V ps . EDI, using keV electrons, should be insensitive to potential variations of the 10 V order, but this is certainly not the case for EFW. The indications thus point to the dominant measurement error originating from EFW rather than from EDI. The event presented here is not an isolated artifact: examples like this are commonly found in EFW-EDI comparisons in the polar cap region, and in preceeding sections in this paper we have seen similar discrepancies for briefer intervals in other regions, as well. It is obviously important to understand why: this will be the topic of Sect. 3.
Summary of events
Summarizing what can be learned from the discussion around Figs. 4 and 6, we conclude that EFW produces good quality electric field data in the solar wind and the magnetosheath, with some spurious components on the order of a mV/m often appearing in regions with a tenuous cold plasma component in the mantle. EDI produces no data at all in the solar wind and only intermittently in the magnetosheath, though the electric field estimates are usually good when present, particularly inside the magnetopause. In the plasmasphere and trough, the two instruments generally agree well, though EFW may sometimes pick up spurious signals, the nature of which we will return to in Sect. 3. This also happens at times in the auroral zone, though this region is usually more problematic for EDI than for EFW, as the strong and rapid electric field variations and the presence of intense auroral electrons may result in an EDI data loss. On the other hand, EDI provides very good data in the polar caps, at least sufficiently close to the Earth to keep the magnetic field above the EDI threshold of about 30 nT, where the EFW data often are severly contaminated or even dominated by spurious electric fields.
Polar cap discrepancies
3.1 Spurious field and spacecraft potential Figure 9 shows a detailed view of 1 h of data from Fig. 6 . Panel (a) shows V ps , approximately equal to the negative of the spacecraft potential V sc . During this hour, this quantity stays between -20 V and -30 V, corresponding to plasma densities between about 1 cm −3 and 0.3 cm −3 , except for an excursion to -15 V, or 1.5 cm −3 , at around 800 s. Panels (b) and (c) show the X and Y components of the electric field from EDI (magenta) and EFW (red/black). The EFW data plotted are spin fits from probe pair 12 (red) and 34 (black). The data from the two probe pairs coincide nearly exactly, so that the black trace is hard to discern.
It can be seen in these panels (b) and (c) of Fig. 9 , that EFW and EDI electric field measurements differ by several mV/m during most of this interval. It is interesting to note that this discrepancy is the same regardless of the EFW probe pair used, as the red (P12) and black (P34) curves coincide. If it is the EDI field which is the more accurate representation of the unperturbed electric field in the plasma, the source of the perturbed field seen by EFW must be quite stable. That the field seen by EFW cannot only be the unperturbed electric field in the plasma should be clear from the EDI-CIS agreement shown previously in Fig. 6 . A further indication is that the EFW E-field varies with the probe-to-spacecraft potential, V ps . This can be seen more clearly in panel (d), displaying the DSI X (solid) and Y (dashed) components of the difference between the instruments,
Comparing panel (d) to panel (a), we can immediately see that the difference between the instruments almost disappears at the temporary increases in V ps at 800 and 3100 s, and hints of a partial, albeit imperfect, covariation which can be seen during a large part of the plotted interval. As it is hard to conceive of a mechanism by which the EDI instrument, using electrons of keV energy, should be sensitive to potential variations of a few volts, this dependence on V ps is independent Note that while the full EDI flow velocity vector is necessarily perpendicular to B because of the EDI operational principle (Section 1), the projections of v EDI and B onto the spin plane do not need to be perpendicular.
The spin plane direction of the spurious E-field seen by EFW is shown in red. We can see that throughout the interval, this angle stays around 180
• , superficially suggesting that the spurious field may be antisunward. However, we may note that the direction of E spur depends on the direction of the perpendicular part of the drift velocity v ⊥ determined by EDI, shown in blue. In fact, the spurious field (red) always stays between v ⊥ (blue) and −B (green). To determine which direction is the important, we show data from a northern hemisphere dawn-dusk orbit in Figure 11 , in the same format as in Figure 9 . Jumping directly to panel (e), we see that the spurious field stays between the −B and v ⊥ on this orbit as well, while it does not at all align with the solar direction. This is exactly the direction we expect for the polar wind plasma flow that can be expected in this region of space: EDI should correctly pick up its perpendicular component v ⊥ but cannot observe the parallel velocity component v . As the polar wind is an outflow along the geomagnetic field lines, the unobservable v should be antiparallell to the geomagnetic field, which here points toward Earth. The polar wind velocity vector v ⊥ + v should thus lie between −B and v ⊥ , precisely as the observed spurious electric field does. This strongly suggests that E spur is related to the plasma flow. In the following section, we will discuss how such a spurious field may arise. Fig. 10 . Red is E spur =E EFW −E EDI , blue is the projection of EDI perpendicular drift velocity, green is the projection of the negative of the geomagnetic field (i.e. the direction along B pointing away from the Earth). The spike-like excursions (e.g. around 16:10 UT) originate from glitches in EDI, which are of no interest here.
evidence that the problem indeed is with the double-probe method. We thus conclude that the type of EFW-EDI discrepancy encountered in the polar cap is due to a spurious field, E spur , adding to the natural field in the EFW data.
Direction of spurious field
To obtain further information on the spurious field, we will now study its direction by plotting a set of angles in the spin plane in panel (e) of Fig. 9 . The directions are explained in Fig. 10 : note that all angles are referring to projections in the spin plane, counted from the solar direction (X DSI ≈X GSE ) positive towards dusk (Y DSI ≈Y GSE ). The green line shows the angle of the projection of −B onto the spin plane: in the Northern Hemisphere, −B is the direction away from the Earth along the field lines. The angle of the projection of the EDI flow velocity, v EDI , onto the spin plane is shown in blue. Note that while the full EDI flow velocity vector is necessarily perpendicular to B because of the EDI operational principle (Sect. 1), the projections of v EDI and B onto the spin plane do not need to be perpendicular.
The spin plane direction of the spurious E-field seen by EFW is shown in red. We can see that throughout the interval, this angle stays at around 180 • , superficially suggesting that the spurious field may be antisunward. However, we may note that the direction of E spur depends on the direction of the perpendicular part of the drift velocity v ⊥ determined by EDI, shown in blue. In fact, the spurious field (red) always stays between v ⊥ (blue) and −B (green). To determine which direction is more important, we show data from a Northern Hemisphere dawn-dusk orbit in Fig. 11 , in the same format as in Fig. 9 . Jumping directly to panel (e), we see that the spurious field stays between the −B and v ⊥ also on this orbit, while it does not at all align with the solar direction. This is exactly the direction we expect for the polar wind plasma flow that is typical in this region of space: EDI should correctly pick up its perpendicular component v ⊥ but cannot observe the parallel velocity component v . As the polar wind is an outflow along the geomagnetic field lines, the unobservable v should be antiparallel to the geomagnetic field, which here points toward the Earth. The polar wind velocity vector v ⊥ +v should thus lie between X and Y are DSI coordinate axes, very close to the GSE axes, so that X is the solar direction which is reference for the angles in Figure 9 . B is the ambient magnetospheric magnetic field, and Espur is the spurious electric field. The projection of the perpendicular component of the plasma flow is denoted by v ⊥ . The projection in this plane of a 3D flow velocity v with components perpendicular as well as antiparallel to the magnetic field would thus be directed between the vperp and −B vectors, i.e. where we find Espur. Comparison of EFW and EDI data for an event with a spurious electric field in the EFW data, this time from a dawn-dusk orbit, in the same format as in Figure 9 .
Electrostatic wake model
To understand the double-probe measurements, it is necessary to consider the potential in space around the spacecraft. Initially neglecting any background electric field, i.e. the field that we would like to measure, the electrostatic potential field Φ in the vicinity of the spacecraft will be determined by the spacecraft potential, V sc , and by any potentials induced in the plasma because of the presence of the satellite. In the following we will consider the possible contribution Φ wake arising from a wake behind the spacecraft in a flowing plasma.
A wake is expected to form behind any object in a supersonic flow. In a plasma, where the thermal speed usually is much higher for electrons than for ions, wakes usually are negatively charged, as thermal motion will carry more electrons than ions into the wake. If the characteristic wake size L, which should be chosen to be in the direction where the wake is thinnest, is around or exceeding the Debye length λ D in the surrounding plasma, negative potentials on the order of the thermal potential equivalent KT e /e may appear,
Values much above this cannot be reached, as electrons then cannot enter the wake, and consequently charge accumulation stops. For L λ D , a simple solution of Poisson's equation for a planar slab structure, void of ions but with unperturbed electron density, suggests a scaling
A slab geometry is more appropriate for an ion wake caused by an elongated absorbing physical target than for the repelling potential around a positively charged structure, for which we would rather expect ion deflection in a classical Rutherford scattering process. Nevertheless, an analogous scaling law, giving rapid increase with size, will apply also in the deflection case. For Cluster, only in the cold and dense plasmasphere can the Debye length reach down to typical spacecraft dimensions, which can be taken to be the height or radius of the cylindrical spacecraft, i.e. 1 -1.5 m, and usually stays well above. The wakes forming behind a Cluster spacecraft in for example the solar wind could possibly be charged to a level of a volt or so, corresponding to some fraction of the solar wind electron temperature according to (3), but the influence this wake with a width of a meter or so can have on the probes, 44 m away at the end of wire booms, must be small. Indeed, one can sometimes see a clear wake in EFW data from the solar wind, appearing as a brief spike in the data from each probe once per spin when the probe crosses the narrow wake. Such wake signatures are easily identifiable and cause little problem. The wire booms carrying the probes are only a few millimeters in diameter, so no significant potentials can build up in a wake caused by them. One may thus be tempted to conclude that wakes should not be much of a problem. Fig. 10 . Directions of various quantities projected onto the spin plane. X and Y are DSI coordinate axes, very close to the GSE axes, so that X is the solar direction which is a reference for the angles in Fig. 9 . B is the ambient magnetospheric magnetic field, and E spur is the spurious electric field. The projection of the perpendicular component of the plasma flow is denoted by v ⊥ . The projection in this plane of a 3-D flow velocity v with components perpendicular, as well as antiparallel to the magnetic field, would thus be directed between the v perp and −B vectors, i.e. where we find E spur .
−B and v ⊥ , precisely as is the case of the observed spurious electric field. This strongly suggests that E spur is related to the plasma flow. In the following section, we will discuss how such a spurious field may arise.
To understand the double-probe measurements, it is necessary to consider the potential in space around the spacecraft. Initially neglecting any background electric field, i.e. the field that we would like to measure, the electrostatic potential field in the vicinity of the spacecraft will be determined by the spacecraft potential, V sc , and by any potentials induced in the plasma because of the presence of the satellite. In the following we will consider the possible contribution wake arising from a wake behind the spacecraft in a flowing plasma.
A wake is expected to form behind any object in a supersonic flow. In a plasma, where the thermal speed is usually much higher for electrons than for ions, wakes are usually negatively charged, as thermal motion will carry more electrons than ions into the wake. If the characteristic wake size L, which should be chosen to be in the direction where the wake is the thinnest, is around or exceeding the Debye length λ D in the surrounding plasma, negative potentials on the order of the thermal potential equivalent KT e /e may appear,
Values much above this cannot be reached, as electrons then cannot enter the wake, and consequently, charge accumulation stops. For L λ D , a simple solution of Poisson's equaperpendicular as well as antiparallel to the magnetic field would thus be directed between the vperp and −B vectors, i.e. where we find Espur. Comparison of EFW and EDI data for an event with a spurious electric field in the EFW data, this time from a dawn-dusk orbit, in the same format as in Figure 9 .
the the tion for a planar slab structure, void of ions but with unperturbed electron density, suggests a scaling
A slab geometry is more appropriate for an ion wake caused by an elongated absorbing physical target than for the repelling potential around a positively charged structure, for which we would rather expect ion deflection in a classical Rutherford scattering process. Nevertheless, an analogous scaling law, providing a rapid increase with size, will also apply in the deflection case. For Cluster, only in the cold and dense plasmasphere can the Debye length reach down to typical spacecraft dimensions, which can be taken to be the height or radius of the cylindrical spacecraft, i.e. 1-1.5 m, and usually stays well above. The wakes forming behind a Cluster spacecraft, for example in the solar wind, could possibly be charged to a level of a volt or so, corresponding to some fraction of the solar wind electron temperature according to Eq. (3), but the influence that this wake, with a width of a meter or so, can have on the probes, 44 m away at the end of wire booms, must be small. Indeed, one can sometimes see a clear wake in EFW data from the solar wind, appearing as a brief spike in the data from each probe, once per spin, when the probe crosses the narrow wake (not shown). Such wake signatures are easily identifiable and cause few problems. The wire booms carrying the probes are only a few millimeters in diameter, so no significant potentials can build up in a wake caused by them. One may thus be tempted to conclude that wakes should not be much of a problem. However, if the plasma is very tenuous, the spacecraft potential can be so high that the true obstacle to the ion flow is not the physical structure of the spacecraft, but the potential pattern surrounding it, which, to a first approximation, can be taken to be the vacuum potential arising from a satellite at potential V sc . Thus, in the case
where T i , m i and v flow are the ion temperature, mass and flow speed, e is the elementary charge and V sc ≈−V ps is the spacecraft potential, a wake will form whose characteristic size is determined not by the spacecraft or booms, but by the equipotential surface = 1 2 m i v 2 flow /e, as the ions will deflect before reaching this equipotential. In the cases of interest, the Debye length is much above the typical spacecraft scale size (a few meters), so the spacecraft potential is essentially a Coulomb field. For a spacecraft potential twice the ion flow energy, the = 1 2 m i v 2 flow /e equipotential will thus be roughly one spacecraft radius away, increasing the effective cross section of the obstacle, as seen by the ion flow, by a factor of around 2 2 =4. The formation of this kind of enhanced electrostatic wake around a spacecraft and its influence on the double-probe measurements on the GEOS and ISEE spacecraft was discussed by Bauer et al. (1983) and Pedersen et al. (1984) . In comparisons to electron drift measurements and ion drift motion, they found that the wake formed by the E×B drift in a plasma caused perturbation of the measurement of E. While they considered the increase in the effective size of the spacecraft, we should note that the effect may be even more dramatic around the wire booms, where the logarithmic potential decay applicable close to long booms can increase the effective obstacle cross section from millimeters to meters. In the case of very tenuous plasmas, eV sc 1 2 m i v 2 flow /e, this wire-boom induced wake could be expected to be the more important contribution, while the spacecraft-induced wake should still dominate for eV sc 1 2 m i v 2 flow /e. The situation is illustrated qualitatively in Fig. 12b , where the shaded region indicates the negatively charged wake region, and also in Fig. 8 of Pedersen et al. (1984) .
To further quantify these qualitative arguments for the formation of enhanced electrostatic wakes and their effects on double-probe measurements, we need numerical simulations of Cluster in a flowing plasma. Such particle-in-cell simulations Engwall, 2004) are indeed consistent with this hypothesis, showing a magnitude and angular dependence of the wake-induced electric field seen by EFW, agreeing well with our observations. A similar wake can also be seen in the simulations by Zinin et al. (2004) .
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However, if the plasma is very tenuous, the spacecraft potential can be so high that the true obstacle to the ion flow is not the physical structure of the spacecraft, but the potential pattern surrounding it, which to first approximation can be taken to be the vacuum potential arising from a satellite at potential V sc . Thus, in case
where T i , m i and v flow are the ion temperature, mass and flow speed, e is the elementary charge and V sc ≈ −V ps is the spacecraft potential, a wake will form whose characteristic size is determined not by the spacecraft or booms, but by the equipotential surface Φ = 1 2 m i v 2 flow /e, as the ions will deflect before reaching this equipotential. In the cases of interest, the Debye length is much above the typical spacecraft scale size (a few meters), so the spacecraft potential is essentially a Coulomb field. For a spacecraft potential twice the ion flow energy, the Φ = 1 2 m i v 2 flow /e equipotential thus will be roughly one spacecraft radius away, increasing the effective cross section of the obstacle as seen by the ion flow by a factor around 2 2 = 4. The formation of this kind of enhanced electrostatic wake around a spacecraft and its influence on the double-probe measurements on the GEOS and ISEE spacecraft was discussed by Bauer et al. (1983) and Pedersen et al. (1984) . In comparisons to electron drift measurements and ion drift motion, they found that the wake formed by the E × B drift in a plasma caused perturbation of the measurement of E. While they considered the increase of effective size of the spacecraft, we should note that the effect may be even more dramatic around the wire booms, where the logarithmic potential decay applicable close to long booms can increase the effective obstacle cross section from millimeters to meters. In the case of very tenuous plasmas, eV sc 1 2 m i v 2 flow /e, this wire boom induced wake could be expected to be the more important contribution, while the spacecraft induced wake should still dominate for eV sc 1 2 m i v 2 flow /e. The situation is illustrated qualitatively in Figure 12b , where the shaded region indicates the negatively charged wake region, and also in Figure 8 of Pedersen et al. (1984) .
To further quantify these qualitative arguments for the formation of enhanced electrostatic wakes and their effects on double-probe measurements, we need numerical simulations of Cluster in a flowing plasma. Such particle-in-cell simulations (Engwall et al., 2003 , Engwall, 2004 are indeed consistent with this hypothesis, showing a magnitude and angular dependence of the wake-induced electric field seen by EFW agreeing well with our observations. A similar wake can also be seen in the simulations by Zinin et al. (2004) .
Effect of potential control
Each Cluster satellite carries an instrument for artificial control of the spacecraft potential by emission of ions, ASPOC (Torkar et al., 2001) . If the model presented above is correct, we expect the spurious electric field to depend on the space- Cartoon illustrating ion wake formation behind a positive body subject to a supersonic ion flow from the left. The centre body could be spacecraft itself, or a cut at right angles through a wire boom. (a) When the ion drift speed is higher than the spacecraft potential, the wake width is determined by the spacecraft geometric size. (b) When the potential is much higher than the ion flow energy, the ions deflect off the potential, so a measure of the effective obstacle size is set by the equipotential surface corresponding to the ion flow energy (dashed). The wake transverse size may thus be significantly larger than the geometrical dimensions of the body. In both cases, the wake is charged negatively by the random motion of the subsonic electrons.
craft potential, and thus it should disappear or at least decrease in magnitude when ASPOC is used. Figure 13 shows that this is indeed the case. The figure shows data from two spacecraft, SC1 (upper three panels), on which ASPOC was not operational, and SC3 (lower three panels), with an operational ASPOC. In the SC1 data, we find EFW (red) and EDI (blue) to disagree strongly on the electric field after about 04:20, indicating spurious electric fields sometimes exceeding 5 mV/m. Between 04:20 and 04:24, a similar spurious field can be seen to emerge also in SC3 data. At 04:24, AS-POC is turned on on SC3, which is immediately visible in the V ps data shown in the bottom panel as a sudden increase to a relatively steady value around -7 V. At the same time, the spurious electric field reduces drastically, particularly its X component. Some difference between EDI and EFW remains even after 04:24, but it is clear that the disagreement is less pronounced (around 1 mV/m) than what we find on SC1 (often 3 to 5 mV/m). This is clearly the behaviour we expect from the wake model: the wake electric field should decrease in amplitude when the spacecraft potential drops, but it does not have to disappear completely, as even when ASPOC is on the spacecraft remains positive at more than 7 V (one should add the potential drop over the probe sheath of around 1 V to −V ps ). This is not an isolated example: the behaviour is con- Fig. 12 . Diagram illustrating ion wake formation behind a positive body subject to a supersonic ion flow from the left. The centre body could be the spacecraft itself, or a cut at right angles through a wire boom. (a) When the ion drift speed is higher than the spacecraft potential, the wake width is determined by the spacecraft geometric size. (b) When the potential is much higher than the ion flow energy, the ions deflect off the potential, so a measure of the effective obstacle size is set by the equipotential surface corresponding to the ion flow energy (dashed). The wake transverse size may thus be significantly larger than the geometrical dimensions of the body. In both cases, the wake is charged negatively by the random motion of the subsonic electrons.
Each Cluster satellite carries an instrument for artificial control of the spacecraft potential by the emission of ions, Active Spacecraft Potential Control (ASPOC) (Torkar et al., 2001) . If the model presented above is correct, we expect the spurious electric field to depend on the spacecraft potential, and thus it should disappear, or at least decrease in magnitude, when ASPOC is used. Figure 13 shows that this is indeed the case. The figure shows data from two spacecraft, SC1 (upper three panels), on which ASPOC was not operational, and SC3 (lower three panels), with an operational ASPOC. In the SC1 data, we find that EFW (red) and EDI (blue) disagree strongly on the electric field after about 04:20 UT, indicating spurious electric fields sometimes exceeding 5 mV/m. Between 04:20 and 04:24 UT, a similar spurious field can be seen to also emerge in the SC3 data. At 04:24 UT, ASPOC is turned on for SC3, which is immediately visible in the V ps data shown in the bottom panel, as a sudden increase to a relatively steady value around -7 V. At the same time, the spurious electric field reduces drastically, particularly its X component. Some difference between EDI and EFW remains even after 04:24 UT, but it is clear that the disagreement is less pronounced (around 1 mV/m) than what we find on SC1 286 A. I. Eriksson et al.: Electric field measurements on Cluster Comparing electric field measurements 13 Fig. 13 . Comparison of EFW (red) and EDI (blue) electric field spin plane components (DSI coordinates, close to GSE) for an event with a spurious electric field in the EFW data, for SC1 and SC3. On SC3, the artificial potential controller ASPOC is turned on at 04:24, immediately alleviating the spurious E X in the EFW data on this spacecraft. Fig. 13 . Comparison of EFW (red) and EDI (blue) electric field spin plane components (DSI coordinates, close to GSE) for an event with a spurious electric field in the EFW data, for SC1 and SC3. On SC3, the artificial potential controller ASPOC is turned on at 04:24 UT, immediately alleviating the spurious E X in the EFW data on this spacecraft.
(often 3 to 5 mV/m). This is clearly the behaviour we expect from the wake model: the wake electric field should decrease in amplitude when the spacecraft potential drops, but it does not have to disappear completely, since even when ASPOC is on, the spacecraft remains positive at more than 7 V (one should add the potential drop over the probe sheath of around 1 V to −V ps ). This is not an isolated example: the behaviour is consistent in all cases examined. Together with the directional considerations in Sect. 3.2, we interpret this as evidence for the electrostatic wake model.
Implications for other regions
Up to now, all of Sect. 3 has considered the polar wind plasma. However, the enhanced electrostatic wake mechanism outlined in Sect. 3.3, of course, works in other regions with a cold plasma present. When considering the two example orbits in Sect. 2, we found several examples of EDI and EFW electric field estimates deviating from each other, and we also found that in these cases, the EFW V ps measurment indicates the presence of a significant or even dominant component of cold plasma not seen by the ion instrument CIS, and hence with an energy below eV sc . If this plasma is flowing sufficiently fast, we will obtain exactly the situation KT i < 1 2 m i v 2 flow <eV sc , where an enhanced wake is expected to develop, and significant spurious fields appear, explaining why EFW-EDI discrepancies tend to turn up in regions where there is a significant cold plasma population not seen by CIS.
The cold plasma of the polar wind does not stay close to the Earth. Detailed observations from the Polar satellite established its properties at 9 R E (Moore et al., 1997; Su et al., 1998) . Recently, Sauvaud et al. (2004) have shown several examples of cold plasma in the tail out to 18 R E . The polar wind is only one of the magnetospheric cold plasma populations. Our example orbits (Sect. 2) show that cold plasma can indeed turn up elsewhere, as has been also noted in other studies. By using the ISEE-1 relaxation sounder, Etcheto and Saint-Marc (1985) found a plasma component below 30 eV sometimes dominating the plasma sheet boundary layer, reaching densities of 5 cm −3 . More recently, Seki et al. (2003) found a similar plasma component in Geotail data from the plasma sheet itself, where we clearly had spurious fields in our example (Sect. 2.2.3). Cold plasma originating from plasmaspheric detachments have been reported in the magnetosphere in several studies (e.g. Chappell, 1974; Elphic et al., 1996; Matsui et al., 1999; Foster et al., 2004) , mainly on the dayside, but it may also propagate to the tail (Elphic et al., 1997) . Of particular interest are the reports from Cluster and Polar (Chen and Moore, 2004) on cold plasmas with density ∼1 cm −3 and temperature below 10 eV just inside the magnetopause. In this region, densities are low and spacecraft potentials are correspondingly high, often much above 10 V, but in the published cases, the ions nevertheless had sufficient energy to reach the ion detectors on the spacecraft because of their high flow speed, ∼150 km/s. In a situation with lower flow speed and/or higher spacecraft potential, the ions may go unnoticed and cause the type of wake effects we have discussed above for the polar wind.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have reported on comparisons of EDI and EFW instruments from different plasma regions, illustrating them with some example events. A summary is given in Sect. 2.3. Our main conclusions are as follows:
1. The general performance of both instruments is good, with particular merits and drawbacks, as illustrated in Table 1. 2. For Cluster, the limitations on EDI mainly show up as periods when no E-field can be derived. When EDI data are present, they are generally good, except in dynamic regions like the auroral zone, where random aliasinglike effects may occur.
3. EFW, on the other hand, provides data in all environments and to high frequencies, but the DC electric fields derived can, in some environments, be contaminated by nongeophysical signals.
4. Double-probe electric field data can be contaminated by local fields arising from enhanced electrostatic wakes in regions where KT i < 1 2 m i v 2 flow <eV sc . On Cluster, this mainly happens in the polar wind but sometimes also in other regions.
5. If the plasma density estimate from ion spectrometer moments gives lower values than expected from spacecraft potential or plasma frequency measurements, this can be an indication that there may be nongeophysical electric fields in double-probe data caused by an enhanced cold plasma wake. A lower density in the ion moments indicates plasma with energy below the s/c potential, and hence a risk for wide wakes and wakeinduced electric fields.
6. On Cluster, the problem of enhanced electrostatic wakes in flowing cold plasma is alleviated (but not eliminated) by the use of artificial spacecraft potential control.
7. The double-probe and electron drift techniques for measuring the electric field are complementary to each other. The Cluster spacecraft, carrying both kinds of instruments, are well equipped to measure the electric field in all regions.
Can electric field data from double-probe instruments like EFW be cleaned from the effects of spacecraft wakes? Removing narrow wakes, such as those sometimes encountered in the solar wind (Fig. 12a) , can be done on a routine basis, but the wide enhanced wakes we have discussed in Sect. 3.3 are more difficult to correct, since their signature is quite similar to that of a large-scale electric field and is often dominant in the data. A technique based on establishing relations between the spin harmonics in the high-resolution data is attempted by , but it is not clear if this method can be made practical for routine analysis. However, by using the information from CIS and EDI for determining offsets and wake effects at low frequencies, EFW data can clearly achieve high accuracy over a wide frequency range, even in cases where wake effects would otherwise cause problems. Frequencies above the spin frequency are not greatly affected by wide wakes, so it is possible to combine spin-resolution data from EDI with higher frequency measurements, to obtain accurate high-resolution data, even if no other data are available for comparison. Comparisons to EDI and CIS/FGM data are thus included in the preparation of EFW data for the Cluster Active Archive (Lindqvist et al., 2005) , which also includes a data product containing electric fields filtered above the first spin harmonics.
A well understood wake effect is not only a problem: it is also a means to measure properties of the plasma causing the wake. Recently, 2 have demonstrated that it is indeed possible to derive polar wind flow speed from the wake information obtained by combining EFW and EDI data.
